
At CMA we have your brand’s interests firmly at heart as we seek to grow your app’s 
user base and ensure your key performance metrics are met through paid media. With 
a rigorous setup in line with channel best practices, our team of world-leading mobile 
UA experts actively monitor and optimize your account intensively. Our experts are 
supported by proprietary bidding algorithms which have been built by some of the 
leading neural network modellers in the UA space. These models are able to evaluate 
billions of data points to make minute-by-minute adjustments to your app campaigns, 
keeping you one step ahead of the market and vastly reducing your CPAs! 

USER ACQUISITION (UA)

ConsultMyApp (CMA) 
is a London-based 
agency supporting 

leading brands globally 
to provide expertise 

and delivery on 
Customer Relationship 

Management, App Store 
Optimization,  

and User Acquisition.

Our data-driven approach in such a developing space motivates us to 
constantly create proprietary tools and evolve processes to keep our clients 
ahead of the curve:

+44 (0) 20 7153 1239

INFO@CONSULTMYAPP.COM

ASO · CRM · UA

Rigorous, data-oriented and client-centric approach, helping you to achieve 
sustainable & profitable growth at scale in your app. We enjoy working with 
ambitious brands, keen to use our world-leading mobile expertise to gain a 

competitive advantage! 

Delivering significant & profitable growth at scale to some 
of the world’s most ambitious brands 

INTERNATIONAL 
21+ app territories 

and languages 
managed

INNOVATIVE 
Proprietary AI 

bidding models and 
campaign manage-

ment

KPI DRIVEN 
Fully targeted on 

achieving CPA and 
volume

• Apple Search Ads  
Combined with our ASO 
expertise, Apple’s UA platform 
will help you reach valuable iOS 
users with high search intent on 
the App Store 

• Google App Campaigns  
Appearing across Google’s 
platforms including YouTube, 
Display, Search and the Play 
Store, we use GAC to grow both 
your iOS and Android apps

• Facebook / Instagram  
Nurture your whole UA funnel 
across Facebook and Instagram 
taking advantage of their 
detailed user data insights 
 

• CRO 
Working with our design and data 
teams we rigorously & rapidly 
test new creatives across our UA 
channels to drive conversions and 
bring down CPAs

• Localization  
With an international team fluent 
in over 21 languages we have the 
global perspective to grow your 
business in new markets 

• Algo-Bidding 
Our proprietary tools and AI 
bidding models allow us to extract 
every cent of value from your 
media budget so it can quickly 
scale in a reliable and profitable 
manner


